Because the
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Connect with the
magical outdoors
There’s nothing more beautiful than the natural world and

We believe you should have the beauty of the outdoors in

nowhere more special than the part of it that you call home.

your home and the control you need for maximum comfort

When you connect to the beautiful world outside your door,

and enjoyment. We want you to be able to create true

you live better, every day. By bringing light, air and outside

inside-outside living, without the compromises. Once you

views indoors, you can enjoy all that nature has to offer,

take in the beauty that surrounds you while controlling

spending more time outdoors, living beyond walls.

elements of the outdoors, you keep your home life in harmony.

Imagine feeling the cool breeze on a summer day. Watching

So you feel even more at home in your beautiful world.

Bring outside
beauty into
your world

the rainfall from your cosy couch with a cup of tea. Taking
time to admire the sunset with friends and family. It’s a
wonderful way to live and share the magic all around you.
But sometimes inviting the outside in can come with
compromises. Harsh sunlight intrudes. Privacy is elusive.
Cold air creeps in. Insects invade. In times like these,
you want control over your environment.
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Our belief

Inside-outside living
without compromise
One door does it all

Grand openings, perfectly controlled

True inside-outside living is about choice, balance and

To create the best inside-outside living, you need to open

control. Now, you can master it all to achieve the perfect

your home to the beauty that surrounds you by using large

balance between your home and nature. Encourage airflow.

windows and doors. Centor Integrated Doors make that

Keep insect intruders out. Control harsh sunlight. And

possible in a whole new way. They can span openings up

all through even your largest window and door openings

to nearly six metres wide so you can maximise your view.

without compromising the sleekness of your architecture.

And you can control even the largest openings perfectly

The key is the world’s first integrated doors.

with screens and shades that vanish completely when you

Unlike traditional patio doors with awkward screens and
heavy drapes, Centor Integrated Doors feature a vanishing
screen and shade that disappear into the doorframe. That
gives you a clean interior design and keeps screens and

Introducing
the world’s first
integrated doors

don’t need them. Block the light or simply filter it out by
choosing from our shade options to create the perfect
mood and the perfect amount of privacy. This is insideoutside living at its finest.

shades protected from dust and dirt.
In this way, you get a complete solution that frames your
view, instead of diminishing it, yet provides you with the
privacy and protection you need, when you want it.
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Why integrated doors

Beautiful doors,
designed for people
Effortless movement

A simple, clean look

Centor Integrated Doors are a delight to use, opening

In designing Centor Integrated Doors, we considered

and closing with fingertip performance. Our patent-

everything down to the last detail. They feature slim,

pending hardware is simple, functional, and designed

symmetrical panels and hardware hidden from sight. We’ve

to be out of sight so it doesn’t detract from your view.

removed all the visual distractions so nothing stands in

Exclusive to Centor, the groundbreaking AutoLatch™ on

the way of your view. Plus, integrated screens and shades

our folding and french doors let you close and latch even

are free of pleats, joins or folds for the simplest, clearest

the tallest doors with a single hand movement, making

opening to keep your architecture stylishly sleek.

Delight in sleek
design and thoughtful
performance

them effortless to operate.
Meanwhile, child-friendly screens and shades operate
beautifully from any height so even younger family members
can use them. The tip of a finger is all it takes to slide
the screen or shade open. And they stay in any position
without retracting, allowing easy transitions from inside to
outside – which is especially helpful when you’re carrying
the refreshments while entertaining.
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Why integrated doors

AutoLatch™

Enjoy the view, no
matter the weather
For every season and climate

Quality that lasts a lifetime

In every season and every kind of weather, your home

We never compromise on quality, sourcing only the finest

will provide you even more comfort with high-performance

materials from around the world to manufacture our

Centor Integrated Doors.

integrated doors. Featuring furniture-grade wood joinery

Stay warmer in winter and cooler in summer, thanks to the
doors’ thermally-improved aluminium construction, which
gives your home outstanding thermal efficiency. Not only
does it reduce your energy consumption, this compact

Love your home
everyday and for
years to come

and thermally-improved aluminium for the doors and frames,
Centor Integrated Doors’ quality is unsurpassed. And so
we’re sure they’ll perform for years to come, our doors are
subjected to exhaustive testing for your peace of mind.

construction also reduces condensation forming inside.
Solid wood lining on the doors’ inside adds further thermal
insulation while the integrated shade acts like another layer
of glazing to help retain warm or cool air inside your home,
giving you more comfort and efficiency.
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Why integrated doors

The world’s first
integrated doors
Centor Integrated Doors are truly one of a kind, giving you
doors, screens, shades and hardware, integrated in one
beautifully designed system.
By designing each component to work together as one,
suddenly all of the compromises with traditional doors are
gone. Heavy drapes and awkward screens no longer detract
from the view, while unattractive hardware is hidden from sight.
You are left to enjoy elegant, simple-to-use doors that perfectly
frame your view outside. And with vanishing screens and
shades, you can control sunlight, privacy, insects and airflow
when needed for true inside-outside living.
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Why integrated doors

Effortless insideoutside living
To build her family’s dream home, Jody Shadforth set out to

of life but it can. And you feel very proud because they look

renovate a tired brick home in a prime waterfront location

so beautiful,” says Jody. And she could not be happier. “It’s

on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast. While she had built a new

working fabulously. I’m not just saying that. They’re beautiful

home before, this was Jody’s first renovation project so she

doors. You can feel the quality when you open them,” she says.

took a hands-on approach.

As they unveil their new home to friends and family, Jody

Her husband, Ray, an engineer, employed his brother Tony,

says the reactions to the doors has been amazing. “People

a builder, to transform the 30-year-old home over eight

think, ‘wow these are fantastic’ and, ‘why has this not been

months, removing walls and changing the floor plan. A new

done before?’” she says.

key feature: large windows and doors to capitalise on light
and waterfront views. The easterly home has nine sets of
integrated doors installed in the living, dining and bedroom
areas. “When you look outside with the doors open there’s

The final result has exceeded her expectations. “We’ve used
the space well. We’ve got open plan living, which is great
because it brings the outdoors in.”

nothing blocking your view… that flow from inside to

“It’s funny to say that
a door can improve
your quality of life but
it actually can.”
Jody Shadforth

outside is effortless,” says Jody.
With harsh sunlight reflecting off the water in the mornings,
the integrated shades have been crucial. “We had to wear
sunglasses to butter a piece of toast,” Jody laughs. With the
light-filtering shades installed, glare is controlled all day long.
“The integrated blinds and screens are amazing,” she adds.
Meanwhile, using the blackout fabric in the children’s rooms
has afforded Ray and Jody extra sleep. “It’s funny to say

Before

that a door, a screen and a blind can improve your quality
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Our customer’s stories

A picture perfect
transformation
When it came to renovating their 1765 Georgian home in

The doors have been much admired by guests. “Everybody

Yorkshire, England, Charles and Nicky Sowter were no

who comes to the house comments on how nice they are.

novices with 13 home renovations under their belts. The

They’re quite tactile, people tend to go to them and touch

Sowters’ goal with their latest project was to let light, fresh

them and see how easily they open,” she says.

air and stunning views of the countryside into a home they
could enjoy retirement with their family.

For Nicky, the integrated doors have been key in delivering
the outdoor connection she was after. “I think they’ve added

Nicky wanted to create seamless inside-outside living by

a great deal. They frame the view, like a picture frame; you

opening the dining room and kitchen onto an outdoor area,

can’t help but look out through the window,” she says.

and decided a four-panel integrated folding door was exactly
what she needed. “We’ve just got this fantastic view from
the kitchen through the doors down the valley… the sunsets
are lovely, we never had that before, we just had tiny little

Nicky finally has a home she and her family can enjoy. “We’ll
never move. It’s given us everything and more really. We just
get a thrill every time we walk in. It just feels fabulous,” she says.

windows,” says Nicky.

“It just disappears
into the cavity at
the side, which is a
brilliant design.”
Nicky Sowter

The Sowters looked at 15 other door manufacturers before
choosing an integrated door. Nicky says, “they stood out as
the best of all of them.” What caught her eye was the design.
“We were very impressed with the sleek style,” she says.
The vanishing screens and shades were another welcome
feature, as she didn’t want curtains. “It gives me privacy
when I want it and if I don’t, it just disappears into the cavity
at the side, which is a brilliant design,” says Nicky.
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Before

Our customer’s stories

Options
Choose from a wide variety of options for

Door type

your Centor Integrated Doors to create the

Select from a variety of door
configurations.

perfect inside-outside living experience
in your home. You can select door types,
screen and shade materials and interior
and exterior finishes.

Folding

French

Shades

Finishes

Screens

Choose from three patterns available in
a range of colours.

Select either wood or aluminium on the
inside and aluminium on the outside.

Choose from two mesh types;
standard or tight weave.

Boston

16

Single

Tuscany

Sydney

Interior

Exterior

Standard

Tight

Options

Product detail

200mm
159mm

17mm

wall constructions.

115mm

115mm

designed to integrate into typical

95mm

Centor Integrated Doors have been

68mm
110mm 30mm

50mm

280mm

Options
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Door types
Create the ideal opening to suit your
lifestyle with our selection of door
types.

Folding

French

The Centor Integrated Folding Door comes in a wide range

Available up to 2.1m wide and 2.8m tall, our

of configurations, spanning an opening up to 4.7m wide.

french integrated door features a clean look with

Clean design with hardware removed from the interior and

equal sized panels.

panel frames equal on all sides give you a gallery-quality
frame around your view.

Double width folding
For openings larger than 4.7m, integrated folding doors are
available with the choice of either screens or shades that
meet in the middle of the doorway. Double width folding
doors can span up to 9.3m wide.
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Options

Folding

Double width folding

French

Single

Max. visible frame width

4657mm

9314mm*

2094mm

1226mm

Max. frame height

2884mm

2884mm

2884mm

2884mm

Max. panel width

1000mm

1000mm

1000mm

1150mm

* Folding doors over 4657mm available with the choice of either a screen or shade. See page 21.

Spanning up to 1.2m wide and 2.8m tall, the single
door is perfect for any doorway you prefer a beautiful

frame height

Single

Handle options
Select from two access handle styles,
available in a brushed stainless steel finish.

connection to the outdoors.

visible frame width
Stuttgart

Options

Kiel
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Screens
Enjoy the breeze without the worry of
insects. We offer two types of mesh to
keep out even the smallest of pests.
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Standard weave

Tight weave

Made from durable polyester/PVC mesh, Centor’s vanishing

This mesh features a closer weave to protect your

screen keeps insects out while standing the test of time.

home from insects of all sizes.

Options

Configurations

Single

Combination

Double

Centor Integrated Doors up to 4657mm wide

For all door types up to 4657mm wide, you can

For Centor Integrated Doors spanning more than

have the option of a single fabric, either a screen

choose any combination of two fabrics, one housed

4657mm, you may choose either a screen or a

or shade in one jamb, which stretches the full

in either doorjamb. Pair an insect screen with a

shade, in one fabric up to a maximum of 9314mm

width of the opening.

stylish shade that opens from the opposite side, or a

wide. Doors of this size have the screen or shade

blackout shade with a light-filtering shade to provide

meeting along the opening.

total privacy and protection from harsh sunlight.

Options
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Shades
If you want to filter light in gently or block
it out entirely, you’ll find the solutions lie
with our unique light-filtering and blackout
shades. They’re available in your choice of
three stylish patterns, with up to 10 colours
to complement your interior.
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Light-filtering

Blackout

Filter natural light and protect your furniture from harsh

For complete privacy plus 100% light control,

sun and glare with our light-filtering shades, featuring

choose our range of beautiful blackout materials,

a 3-5% openness factor.

ideal for bedrooms or home theatres.

Options

Boston

Tuscany

Sydney

Marshmallow

Quartz

Stone

Parchment

Eggshell

Oatmeal

Snow

White

Stone

Chinchilla

Buffalo

Silver

Biscotti

Stone

Bisque

Shitake

Iron

Black

Shark

Charcoal

Ebony

Earth

Ash

Smoke

Charcoal

Options
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Finishes
Choose from solid wood or aluminium on
the inside with durable thermally-improved

Finishes

aluminium on the outside to enjoy years of
performance and beauty from your Centor
Integrated Doors.

Wood

Fully finished

Fully finished

Fully finished

Clear

Mid oak

Dark oak

Unfinished

Primed

The standard wood available on the inside of Centor
Integrated Doors, European Oak is the perfect choice
for adding warmth to your home. Choose from three
fully finished options or choose unfinished or primed
to paint or stain the doors after installation.
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Options

Standard colours

Aluminium

RAL9016

RAL9010

RAL1015

RAL7035

RAL7032

Traffic white

Pure white

Light Ivory

Light grey

Pebble grey

RAL7037

RAL7016

RAL9005

RAL9006

RAL9007

Dusty grey

Anthracite grey

Jet black

White aluminium Grey aluminium

Centor Integrated Doors are made with aluminium on the
outside for durability and ease of maintenance.
You can also choose aluminium on the inside of your
integrated doors for a sleek, contemporary aesthetic.
Both the inside and outside can be painted using a colour
selected from Centor’s standard range or from a specified
custom colour to create your perfect look.

Options
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For your peace of mind
Performance

Warranty

We subject Centor Integrated Doors to rigorous testing in

We have engineered our doors to deliver first-class quality

our Research and Development laboratories to ensure the

so you will be delighted both now and for years to come.

doors, screens, shades and hardware stand up to real-world

And for your lasting peace of mind, all Centor Integrated

use. We impact test the screens and shades and put them

Doors are backed by a 10-year warranty for the doors,

through tens of thousands of test cycles. The doors are also

frames and hardware; while the screens and shades are

subjected to industry-standard impact, thermal and weather

warranted for 5 years. For full warranty conditions and

tests, plus our own corrosion testing, and have passed all

exclusions, visit centor.com

categories. All of which means that you can rest assured
they’ll stand the test of time.

Custom-made in Britain
You can specify Centor Integrated Doors in a wide range
of size, colour, materials and finish options. Our doors are
then custom-made to your requirements using the finest
quality supplies and craftsmanship in Centor’s Birmingham
manufacturing facility.
A professional network of Centor Integrated Dealers install
and service our doors, assuring you a first-class customer
service experience now and into the future.
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Peace of mind

Start connecting to
your beautiful world
There’s never been a better time – or a better way –
to start enjoying more of the beautiful world outside.
Join other homeowners who are making the most
of inside-outside living without the compromises by
adding Centor Integrated Doors to your home.
For more inspiration and ideas visit centor.com
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The next step
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